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Bringing the Past Up to Date
I’ve looked into the past for this third summertime, self-indulgent issue of
Dreamstreets, and I’ll start with the end of this issue with my comments and work
forward to the front.
In the final pages of Dreamstreets #64 will be found an unpublished,
posthumous poem by former two-time Delaware Poet Laureate David Hudson, who
died in 2003. I knew Hudson since the early 1960s mainly because he had grown up
with my mother’s family ever since some of her siblings were classmates of
Hudson’s at Wilmington High School in the early 1930s. Hudson was the first real
poet I ever knew. More extensive information about him can be found in the chapter
“The Patron Saint of Baynard Boulevard” in my book Valdemar’s Corpse.
I had become the de facto executor of his literary estate, not much more than
a box of unsold books of his poetry and various ephemera. Special Collections at the
University of Delaware’s Morris Library has more of his papers. Before he died he
gave me a copy of a long poem of twenty-five pages. The original reason for giving
me this work had been to suggest a title. He’d already proffered three: “Destinations,
The Tyrant Heart,” “This Room, The World,” and “A Madness Born of the Heart.”
Upon reading the poem, I determined that it had been the result of having stitched
together at least three or four disparate poems with similar themes, and appeared to
me as an early draft, with editorial corrections throughout. He had prepared the
poem for submission to the Delaware Division of the Arts for a fellowship in
literature. The poem was rejected, perhaps for obvious reasons. There’s even a
handwritten note from someone at the Delaware State Arts Council in the
manuscript, with Hudson’s telephone number, asking whether Hudson will pick up
the work or whether it should be mailed to him. David Hudson was never awarded
a literary fellowship from the Delaware Division of the Arts, which embittered him
greatly.
What appears in this issue is a shorter selection, actually the first several
pages, of that longer poem. I feel that it can stand on its own from the remainder,
parts of which I may publish later in Dreamstreets. The title is one that I had
originally suggested. David did not live long enough for me to give him my
suggestions. Thus the title, “Empty Rain.”
In the pages before David Hudson’s poem is a short story by Thomas
Molyneux, who once taught creative writing — as if one could “teach” creative
writing — at the University of Delaware.
I took his course during the 1969-1970 school year. Molyneux, who was about
the same age as me, entered the classroom that first session. At first I thought he was
just another student, but soon established himself as the teacher. It was a short first
class because he did little more than ask students to submit a sample of creative
writing from those of us who sat around the large conference room table.
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The next time we met he read one of the stories to the class, without
identifying the author. It was my story, which he chose not only because of its
quality, but also as a teaching tool. I was stunned. The story he read, by the way, is
embedded, in a very slightly updated form, in my novel 2000 Years.
With his act of praising my work, Molyneux encouraged me to keep writing
after my writing career was –– such that it was and still is — interrupted by the draft
and after having returned from the Vietnam War. He even kept after me to submit
more work for some publication projects he had in mind, but I was too stoned to
fully comply. However, we remained on friendly terms until his tragic death in 1977.
Tom Molyneux’s story “Kick” in this issue was first published in Shenandoah
magazine in 1970, and republished with their blessing. I believe I was led to it — by
Molyneux’s lingering spirit? — during my regular work at the University of
Delaware’s Library. I publish it in Dreamstreets #64 as both a tribute, as well as for
anyone who might remember him.
Before arriving at Tom Molyneux’s story is a long poem by Jonathan
Bragdon, who is one of my oldest friends from when we first knew each other as
youngsters growing up in Richardson Park in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Beside
the lengthy poem consisting of short insights, the cover art for Dreamstreets #64 is a
portion of one of Jonathan’s artworks-in-progress. It will give you an idea of the
myriad fractals that make up much of his current work.
My own contribution to the current Dreamstreets precedes Jonathan’s poetry.
This time I revisit, augment, and update my musings from my novels RAW SUCK
and UNTIME, which I published 25 and 28 years ago respectively and which I
believe to be as timely as ever. To enhance the message I’ve included video links to
my reading of selections from both to accompany a new rendering entitled “Cosmic
War,” which reflects my perspective as both a Barbelognostic and a Communist that
all wars in which we’ve been involved, certainly since the final destruction of the
Library of Alexandria in the 4th century, and probably going back to pre-history, are
merely battles and skirmishes in a larger cosmic war. Then again, both RAW SUCK
and UNTIME are fiction, aren’t they?
And finally, we begin this issue with a recent poem by Joseph Massey. Since
Dreamstreets #64 is being published near the summer solstice, I thought it’d be
appropriate, since our report is from the back of the magazine to the front, to
maintain some sort of symmetry by beginning with a poem about the solstice that
inaugurates the winter season.

––Steven Leech
Dreamstreets is always looking for quality local literary work for
publication. If you are interested in submitting your work, consult
our guidelines at: Submissions
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Joseph Massey
Year’s End (Winter Solstice)
What began with bewilderment
ends with fatigue. Pixelated
days dispersed into static
we mistook for speech.
We stopped listening
how many shocks ago.
The horror and how it hollows.
One way out
is to locate grace in a walk
and receive a tree’s bare
but bright frequency.
Notice the waxing gibbous
afternoon moon
smudged above a shuttered
Bank of America—lucent,
resigned to its transparency.
See starlings
expand and collapse
like lungs exhaling dusk.
Now the long night,
a long silence
if we’ll let it find us.
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Cosmic War
Steven Leech
Asmodée Turned Merchant
I have surveyed the area and found it full of fissures. The wheels of progress
have made fine, deep ruts. I am ready to set up my tables. I am ready to spread out
my things.
When I first came here to this fair city the springtimes were green. I have made
the beast of April to take on many names and let it into many homes and alleyways.
I have made the skies pale with haze. I have made the green of plants dark with
colors of blossoms blooming too soon. I have made them blinding to look upon. I
have blocked their fragrances with steel and glass and fast machines. I have ripped
open the streets to fill your breaths with decaying vapors of sudsy water. I have
made claws from men's dreams and built them on the hill.
In the Post Office I have called you with fetching brochures and filled you with
the music of morbid frailties. And I have sold my famous suntan oil on a promise of
a sun that will shine in the front rooms of your next encounter, which will come
when I have touched you with something brand new, in a perfect setting of display;
sanitized packaged and shaped with creamy plastic.
I have worked my web wet upon countless shapeless men and I have made
them stand inside rooms designed to keep clothes smooth and familiar. I have made
their scents to smell of bits of a lost bed of ticklish flesh. Those men have sold you
things laid out here on my table. They have sold you what many times I have bought
to take into my place.
I have made all time, which you measure on the sun, to be translated into
silvered disks. And with that time transformed I have supplied only things to eat
and to spill your seed upon, so that they become diminishing encounters of
beingless peace.
Tomorrow, perfunctorily, at break of space, you will find those fissures turning
from heat. No sled will glide upon her blooming there. Her motor will be too hot to
turn off. You'll have to look into a sun turned blaze. You'll have to crystallize your
scalpel. You'll have to take that puffy life and sculpt it down to its credit cards and
squeeze the polymers from that celluloid for fuel to burn. For cold the trodden will
be.
Someday there's gonna be too many. Microbes'll refuse to die. They will gel
into the forms of all my agents, the sellers of the only things to buy.

Discovery of the Archons
My name was Harry Bye. The Archons were the pushers; pushers of microbes,
bacteria for their own medicines, pushers of petroleum addicting us to all manner of
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junk, dealers in humans, ethnic cleansers of America where they brought their gold
lust because gold never tarnishes. They’ve
caught us all with our tongues hanging out
with dollar signs rolling in our eyes, all
vulnerable to the scams and confidence
games, their coupons discounted from
surplus value accrued from cheap labor
and shell games.
So addicted into stupefaction were
so many in their pollyanna delusions that I
and my tetrahedral buddies Suma Fujaba,
Kim Lee Chouy, Che Pancho; the Black,
Yellow, Brown; the Africa, Asia and Latino
in my heart in a white body could but only
be branded in the eyes of others as being a
negative and a pessimist. Here in the belly
of the Archons’ beast, in the 21st century,
the raw nakedness of truth of secrets
exposed. See how profits from the corpus
of that beast rises as poverty devours the
city, see the scams played out in stock
market
indices,
see
interest
rates
controlling the value of money, see the
difference being raked off between real
wages
and
nominal
wages
being
transformed into surplus value lining the
pockets of Archon agents, see the funneling
of exported currency into the illicit maw of
arms manufacturers and drug and gun
runners as a hedge against inflation, see the
landlords raising rents based on a bubble of
speculation, see debt nourished at
gambling tables in casinos cropping up
everywhere, see credit used as a private
currency to feed mass petroleum addiction www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVpMdz2M-vM
of the spiritually deprived. I’ve seen it all
laid out in books no longer stocked in bookstores and gathering dust in libraries
where they are on loan for low or no cost. Even when I dreamed into being a world
where the cosmic garbage scow, all farting and smelling like sweltering fetid
garbage came to pick up the Archons and take ‘em off the planet did the pollyannas
addicted irrevocably to petroleum not see or understand. Addiction made too many
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blind into believing the way of the Archons was the only way.

The Archons Vanquish
The Nazis did win with the help of the Vril.
A whole world ‘cept Atlantropa slow
wobbling the planet out of balance. Only
hope is that somewhere beyond where they
did not win. In some other world their
victory was with different clothes a tie and
a business suit all corporate. That world
crept up slow. That world became flat, dull.
There was no future just an everlasting
present sustained by gadgets broadcasting
somnambular. There was no crash in
Roswell 1947 no Ike meeting ETs in 1954 no
Majestic 12 no missing Nazi arrival in
Klecksburg 1965 no Rendlesham Christmas
flap 1980. Don’t we know we’re living in a
dark age 3,000 years? How would we www.youtube.com/watch?v=rG6FzLCzF2A
know? That’s the nature of Cosmic War. No
one sees it all around from center of the universe where you and everyone stands
sits sleeps.

The Apocalypse of the Archons
My name is Chele Fujaba. The ground on
which I stood, it dawned on me to agree,
was merely the speed of gravity at its
greatest making quanta dance its frantic
chaos into firmament. At slower speeds it
was the dark matter that human science
sought. The faster the speed of gravity the
greater was mass. The illusion behind
which the Archons hid was that light
actually is the constant by which gravity
sped. Only at gravity’s maximum speed,
which was the ground upon which I stood
in any place I found among worlds in any
frame of time, could the Archons create this
pain and suffering called evil. On some
days I can see gravity when I look in the
sky, that nearby horizon of the cosmic
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battlefield, and see the sky moving away from me. It’s the same as when
astronomers see the spectral shift of stars and believe they can see the speed of light
and see the cosmos expanding — expanding into itself because there’s nothing more
than itself, expanding only in order to accommodate the speed of gravity in the
constancy of light of which we are made, the currency of spirit filling the soul.
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Jonathan Bragdon
Each Hour’s Price
1.
Our parents found
A clearing in the woods,
Then stood to take a look around,
Becoming conscious of themselves
As figures on a ground,
They fled like deer,
And hid in fear of what might follow,
Diving into bracken at the meadow’s edge,
As birds burst from the tangled foliage.
2.
If wanting to feel right,
With profit from a broken heart,
Then say, it’s chance at work.
If speaking of the universe,
You see the audience disperse,
Then say, the cause was disbelief.
If no answer satisfies, remember then
That on one forgotten thing,
Everything depends.
3.
A river of every color,
As yellow as the sun,
Bluer than the sky,
As fiery as blood
And hiding in the night,
Brings desire into life.
In dawn’s grey hour
Appears a sailing boat
Bearing a woman and a man
And a silent ewe
With her bleating lamb,
And a butcher with his knife.
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4.
Even though
The boson’s born
Into eternal life,
On passing earth
It yearns
For something
More than its flight,
To be ephemeral
In a body loved
And lost.
5.
I paused beside a traffic light,
To wonder what my life was worth,
That nothingness took on a face
And turning with a curious gaze,
Watched me from a passing bus.
6.
Each step I take crosses paths
That lead elsewhere,
Up a rocky hill,
Or onto a harvested field.
Death is inchoate
And won’t be caught by logic,
Or forced to willing service.
Each step I take crosses paths
That lead elsewhere,
Along an empty street,
Or to friends seated at table.
Death is inchoate
And can’t be carved like wood,
Or used as instrument for proof.
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7.
Mathematics is certain,
But not the persons using it.
The child of love and truth
Is sick with fear, and the cat
Is dreaming of her claws.
Truth lives best in fiction,
Like a body under clothes,
As love is merciful at night,
And blindness easily forgives
What light reveals as flaws.
8.
Every program seems in vain
And every act hides its hesitance,
Even moments rich with sense.
Life sings out of nothingness,
Confused with a clanging noise,
Whose causes can’t be found.
There is a voice in wood and fire
Arousing jealousy and fear,
Because its meaning is unknown.
Judgment arrests all longing
And halts the spirit in its moves,
Yet love finds no crime in joy.
9.
Of the words
I’ve used to speak of life,
Few are left and all hurt.
I point to what matters most,
But it remains invisible.
10.
The sleeper turns from side to side,
Like a dolphin rolling and drifting on the tide,
With heart forgetful of the distant shore.
Let dawn lie down now with night
In memory’s deep bed.
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11.
The clock claims all the time there is
And keeps the locking chains in play,
Ticking vision backward every day.
Denying the future’s living space
And killing the mystery of each act,
We make nonsense our basic fact,
And still claim profit from a choice,
Turning empty speeches into wars
And making noise distract from cries.
We should leave time’s machinery
And fly toes above and nose below,
Hoping as Earth dies, Heaven appears.
12.
Leaves rustling around me,
I crawl along the ground in fear,
Uncertain of what beast I am,
But knowing that I am the prey
And at any moment will be found,
As I hear the leaping hunter near.
Who can tell why living ends
With soul and body torn and cut
And spread expertly in display,
As if in illustration of a plot.
My plight gives whom pleasure
And whose lust will it replete?
13.
Why did I fear
Her inner fires
And give up right
To my desires?
Why did I fear
Her inner chill
And give up right
To drink my fill?
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14.
There is love among the atoms,
In the attractions and repulsions
Of their elementary play.
But even the atoms break apart,
When time calculates a price
That proves too high to pay.
15.
Tired
Of climbing,
I’ll descend
And lie down
Upon the ground.
To pull the sod up
Over me and wait for sleep,
Wondering what life is.
16.
If we can’t hear the future sounding
In the crash and suck of waves among the rocks,
Or see the clouds as sheep chased by wolves,
Then living is a waste of time.
17.
We’ve become universal fishermen
And drag our nets across the seas
And mine the land until it dies
And drag our nets across the skies
And think we’ll sell our catch of stars.
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18.
A thought alone in bed,
Or whispered in a lover’s ear.
A thread curling free,
Or pulled through a needle’s eye,
A ball falling in the weeds,
Or caught in a fielder’s glove,
A bee tumbling in the wind,
Or nestled in a flower’s heart,
For all those who seek a goal,
Forgive if ecstasy be lost.
19.
Life changes in unplanned ways,
Like oil spreading on the waves.
A road descends a darkening hill
Where a car slows in passing by
A house with windows softly lit
And the curtains pulled aside,
Showing a woman naked on a bed,
Arms raised up and reaching out,
While a naked man steps into sight
And bending down turns out the light.
20.
Farmers pull the ploughs themselves
And let their horses freely range,
So now look more like beasts than gods,
While clouds besiege the horizon.
Inflicted with distrust of leaves,
The birds are stripping bare the trees,
And fleeing from the earth, the seas
Hide the histories of sentience.
The earth is shrugging off the sky,
Wishing to float naked in the dark,
While space vacuums off life’s dust
And time blinds everyone it marks.
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21.
Life can’t explain the end it serves,
As it swings from branch to branch
Or glides slowly on a path of slime,
Or rides out from house to hearse.
Life is not what it seems to seek,
Stalking on two legs down a trail
Or scurrying on six across the tiles,
Or sliding legless through the surf.
Life can’t satisfy the love it seeks,
Despite approach with parted lips,
It meets a cheek tipped chastely up
Or a hungry smile and pointed teeth.
Life is a line inscribed by breath,
Movements collecting as a cloud,
A verse of endless shifting themes
Yet ending in a rhyme with death.
22.
The gods dealt the species out
As variations of themselves,
With rules binding beast to beast,
Making of each another’s feast,
The pneumococci in a baby’s lungs,
Or beetles chewing on a leaf.
Each hell is another’s paradise
And each gain is another’s loss,
Each pleasure sows another’s pain
And each life lives at another’s cost.
The world is a place of sacrifice
Where life exacts each hour’s price.
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23.
Value things worth naming
That can resist the taming,
And take effort in the saying,
With the risk of fire and frost.
Expose reason to its loss,
And let cracks widen into gaps
And the river flood the dikes,
Then your actions won’t be false.
24.
The year debates its seasons,
Now a branch reveals the sky,
Now leaves will hide the sun.
Knowing gives no argument
For watching seasons pass,
Until no time is left at all.
25.
Abstracting to possess
The essence of things,
I change the world
Into networks of lines,
So when I go to bed
An empty shape reclines.
26.
Half asleep in a couchette,
Drugged by lights from passing stations
That ripple along the curtains
And rain drumming on the roof,
Then jerked awake as the train stops
For an unknown reason,
I try to understand my treason,
That I live on in an icy season.
A hare springs from a hollow in the grass,
Startled by the questions that I ask,
And when I knock, the door is loudly locked,
As a voice hollers, ‘don’t come back!’.
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27.
The sun’s light is too weak
To reach into the head,
Into the red mud
Left from lusting’s ebb.
No one can see
What lies in sorrow’s bed,
What seed will sprout and flower,
When the body’s dead.
28.
Intention
Gestates event
And curates memory.
Stars are born
Because nothing
Desires them.
Spiders jump
And meteors fall
Hearing the future’s call.
Today
Is mystical
And tomorrow is real.
29.
It is not change,
Cutting and fitting
Life to new niches
With a grip of foot
Or twist of beak,
That gives life value,
It is not survival,
But sorrow in an eye
When living dies.
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30.
What is a flower beyond its bud,
Its stem and leaf, its root, its earth,
Its petals curling out to the eye’s touch,
To whose pleasure comes its fruit?
What is the willow besides its fronds,
Its creviced trunk and gnarled roots
And its fluttering leaves, so lovely,
For whose pleasure and whose grief?
Perhaps life is all a sad mistake,
Like Saint Joan burning at her stake,
And her voices were a noise of wind
Blowing past the trees and stalls.
31.
A diving bird
Leaves a furrow
Upon the swelling wave
That rises up in greeting.
A mountain
Falls into a lake
And stands up again,
Forests dangling from its chin.
A turtle flies
And sings, and a mouse
Hunts for the owl, while dust
Dreams of being mud.
32.
Love is
Dangerous,
Like wind
Gusting up
From below
A mountain ridge,
To lift and turn and toss you down.
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33.
I am the architect of skies
And whirlpools under waterfalls
And veins, seeming like seaweed,
That float and spread beneath the skin
When the flood of time comes flowing in.
What there is is what you’ll get
And not what you’d been pleading for.
34.
The soul is a body without mass,
A presence felt in the moving air,
A thought waiting for answers,
A shadow ringed by wisps of hair.
A silence disturbing noise.
35.
When wrinkles in the sheets
Are smiles, and the toilet’s flush
Sounds like a wild applause,
It’s time to seek real things
Beneath these virtual affairs,
And let men dressed in overalls
Shovel earth in search of clues,
Bathed in the lights of idling cars.
36.
If what I see
I cannot feel,
Or as it’s felt
Can’t come near,
And the feeling
Calls up fear,
My sickened heart
Will never heal.
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37.
Did you see the falling sparrow?
Sparrows have fallen by the thousands
Since the world began.
Did you see the beetles in cow dung,
Or the ant on the dead rabbit’s eye?
Or slugs entwined in copulations?
Who could have imagined all of this,
The stars pouring light into black holes,
Like janitors emptying pails,
Or butterflies sparked by delight
In stuttering flight from flower to flower?
Did you see the cat, with blinking eyes,
Remembering the crying of the mice?
I saw a cyclist fall. A handlebar hooked
His sleeve and threw him down onto the street.
The bike wobbled on alone awhile.
38.
If all we wish for is virtual
And the stairs we climb
Must disappear like shadows
When the sun goes down,
And the mountains we admire
Are just silhouettes of clouds,
Then when the rivers rise
There will be no higher ground.
39.
Words stream through my thoughts
Like sand through fingers, and faces
Fade away like mist in midday heat.
The mind dissolves what it reflects.
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40.
A pause from note to note
And strike of stick,
And move of hand from thigh
To thigh and press of lip to lip,
The space between things I touch
Allows them to be as such.
41.
My spade stands
Forgotten in the weeds,
Rusting away.
42.
The mind is wrecked
For parts to fabricate machines.
Intelligence constructs
A heart to imitate the acts of love.
43.
Purpose is a rhythm felt in speech,
An action seeking distance to complete,
A verb pregnant with its future tense,
A past waiting to be freed and spent.
44.
The universe creeps near
And like a child surprises me,
Holding out her arms like galaxies,
And looking up with supernova eyes,
She says, I’ll marry you with Saturn’s rings!
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45.
Familiar things are now strange,
Since the household of habitual aims
Has changed into a foreign place,
Filled with objects of uncertain use.
Explanations fail and the rickrack
Of dictionary words and images
In reference, crumbles and slides
Into a dark pit opening where I lie,
As wide as sleepless nights, with sides
Too steep for any alpinist to climb.
46.
Each breath is taken
For what has not been said.
Each moment moves
Towards what is not yet.
47.
Roll a stone down
To the bottom of a hill,
To rest as long as you
And your love might live.
Watch waves reflect
The sun as it swims
In skies of other worlds,
Then travel on in peace.
Ride on a turtle’s back,
Far beyond the galaxies,
To a garden ringed by fire
And live there with me!
48.
I am a feather
Tossed against the wind,
A ‘yes’ called out
While running past,
And never staying for the act.
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49.
The tender strands of hope
Are pulled across the edge of fact,
As reason stretches joy upon its rack,
The ropes of longing twisting tight,
So logic’s joints must separate,
And what could not be said
Comes rushing out
In a language disarticulate,
With grief and greeting
Mangled up in curse,
So life’s slowly gathered sense
Is flushed away along the paving bricks,
In a meandering effluvia of love
And waste confused.
50.
Sight pixilates as desire seeks
A faster grip on its objects,
When love no longer knows,
But serves to calculate,
Until the limpidity of seeing fails
And love goes clothed in scales.
51.
It is not that life evolves
By countless hits and misses
That makes it so wonderful,
It is the mind that finds it so
And the heart that wonders
Of the end its means do serve.
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52.
I fell asleep
Blinded by the lamp
Beside my bed.
Now I dream
And see my body is a room
Stripped bare by thieves.
53.
The world now loses body
And memory is its only sense,
Crying out for new substance.
The lusty buds upon the vine
Could have burst from flower
To fruit, if there had been time.
54.
The sun
Shines down upon
A graceful tree,
Standing by the garden
Gate, and hidden in its
Dress of green
Are branches bending
Down with ripening fruit,
And its
Roots
Reach
Down,
Through flesh and bone,
Into the center of the heart.
55.
My life finishes
As I wish it had begun,
A weight laid down
Upon the ground
To leave me free to run.
56.
Today I use
The pan and brush,
Tomorrow I will be
The dust.
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57.
A distant gaze
To spread the sky,
The curving line
Desire draws,
A whisper lost
In traffic’s noise,
A tender kiss
On broken lips,
A promise made
In fear to keep,
A hesitance
That ends in bed,
An ocean swell
That lifts a ship,
The ‘no’ required
And ‘yes’ disguised,
The letter writ
And never sent,
The flower pulled
As if a weed,
The useless theft
And welcome loss,
All these and more
Must soon be left,
Beside the doorway
To the dark.
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Kick
Thomas W. Molyneux
He had returned to the city yesterday, Sunday, arrived at his apartment about noon,
unpacked, done some situps, and then watched the world figure skating
championships from Switzerland on television. When he thought about them today,
he smiled, remembering how fine he had felt seeing Peggy Fleming bend to have the
gold medal hung round her neck. Then, he had thought that he never now could be
world champion at anything, that already the time was past when he might have
begun to become best.
Today being his first day back, he had left work early, at four-thirty, wanting
some exercise. But vaguely he had wanted to avoid the camaraderie and
responsibilities of the New York Athletic Club, where the firm had a membership for
him, and so had taken the subway to Sixth Avenue in Greenwich Village, where he
still maintained a membership in a small gymnasium he had used when he first
came to New York.
His name was Jared Walker. He was a big boy, over six foot, heavy in the
shoulders, powerful in a padded clubbing way. His yellow blonde hair lay short and
damp across his forehead. He wore a gabardine suit, custom made, he said, because
it was impossible to get ready made suits to fit his high shoulders, but really he
enjoyed the slight pinch at the waist, enjoyed standing out just slightly from the
crowd when he could be sure of doing so in good taste. He was twenty-eight years
old, soon twenty-nine, and he expected that next year the firm would offer him
a junior partnership.
He came up from the subway into the sharper sounds and more sudden
movements of the dimming October day. His eyelids hung nearly closed, so that
passersby no doubt thought him tired after the weekend. When he felt the pain open
and pulse along his shin, he took two steps more before he stopped. The sting still
reached out, a sharp crack settled and nauseating along the bone of his shin. He
looked to the building beside him, as though he might have bumped into that; but
its side was a person's width away. Turning, he saw the people against the piercing
plastic pastel signs and the traffic snapping away from him up Sixth Avenue and he
looked across the constant downward set of their faces for some explanation. Then,
sensing someone staring behind him, he turned and saw the boy going away from
him. The boy moved slowly, seemed to linger. With each step he rolled onto the ball
of his foot and hovered there before swooping down and stepping ahead. He looked
back over his shoulder, his damp mouth cocked grimly above his upturned dark
collar. Already knowing, Jared found the thin boy's eyes. As he did, he thought the
boy lingered still longer at the peak of one step. While Jared watched, the boy looked
away and walked on. Jared took a quick step forward as though to follow him. As he
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did, he stepped flat into a woman. He looked down to excuse himself. But already
she had pushed around him and was moving on. "Hey," she had said.
In the distance he saw the boy's narrow black jacketed back canting through
the pedestrians. But what anyhow could he have done, there? Finally, he turned,
and, looking before him as though the boy might recur, walked on to the
gymnasium.
The fluorescent lights lined bare along the gym's ceiling and reflected silver
from the room's three mirrored walls. In the sudden still clarity of the room, Jared
halted. Two men in skimpy bathing suits stood talking by the weights. One wore
construction gloves so that his hands would not callous. Jared went into the locker
room to change. Sitting on the gray bench before his locker, his shirt unbuttoned, he
crossed his left leg over his right and saw on the pantleg the smudged glossy darker
brown mark of dirt and smeared shoe polish. Newly he knew, surely now, that the
boy had kicked him. He stood and pulled off his pants and sat again. Along the edge
of his shin he saw the bruise, already gone glossy blue in one small place, and
around that the beads of pale red where the kick had broken the skin. He thought
how hard the boy had kicked him. But what anyhow could he have done? It was
different for the skinny boy in the chino pants and short corduroy jacket. But what
could he, Jared, have done there, then?
He pulled on some sweat clothes, went into the bright main room and
worked out alone. Around him he heard the slight conversations punctuated by the
puffs of the others and by his own caught, hucking breath. He watched for a while
the man with the construction gloves who stood sideways to the mirror to do curls.
When the man finished with his right arm, he turned around so as to watch the left.
Jared did some final chinups, used the sunlamp, showered and dressed. He felt a
little dizzy, as though he had done too much, though he had worked out slowly and
methodically, and he sat for a second on the bench before knotting his tie, sensing
the close movements around him. A radio played show music from the fifties.
When Jared came out of the gym, the streetlights were lighted and the early
night had closed greyly on the sky. Beneath his shirt his body felt damp and he
knew he should have waited before dressing to let all the sweat be dried.
At Sixteenth Street he turned right and then at Park South, left. He heard
ahead of him the tlick of shoe cleats rapping in quick cocky steps against the
sidewalk. Looking up he saw the boy a half block from him pass too quickly under a
streetlight, regain too quickly the anonymity of silhouette. Once a foot dragged and
a cleat grated, like fingernails on a blackboard, so that Jared felt a thin tremor pass in
himself. With each step the approaching form rose onto the ball of his foot, coming
forward in prolonged lurches. His collar, like Jared's, was up.
The tlicks of the figure's steps clicked off his motion against the continuing
and anonymous background noise: tlick; tlick; tlick. The figure's hands were in his
chino pockets and, coming nearer, he seemed to pop onto his toes as he rolled
forward. His face, even close, was hung with dim shadow, dark on dark, and so
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obscured. As they came abreast, the figure popped forward and up and Jared's
hand, already cupped, flung back and balled. Jared's right leg dragged back and he
flexed some at the knees. Then he realized that the figure had passed. He heard the
sudden and distinct tlick of the figure's heels and, after a time, another and then,
deliberately, another. Jared turned round, aware of his still-balled fist, his stillcocked forearm. He watched the figure recede directly from him with its smooth
patterned lurch.
The other figure had passed out of sight when Jared turned back and started
again toward his apartment. Ahead of him, far along the avenue, he saw the hazed
height of the buildings which were the city for him, sure and weathered like a
natural landscape, towering and careless as that too. He thought about walking on
into their dominion. When he had first come to the city and been sometimes broke,
he had done that: walked up Park past the Ritz and the Waldorf, stopping to look in
the store windows; walked across and along Broadway, studying the photographs of
the dance hall girls until, sometimes, a pimp would approach him and he would say
no and walk on, stopping also to look at the movie advertisements and into the
souvenir store windows, knowing that everything was available; walked up
Broadway and across 59th, down Fifth for a bit, past Tiffany's and by Rockefeller
Center where people took him for a native. But he did not want any pimp
approaching him tonight. He did not want to pass among the slower more
prosperous people whose daughters he might marry or to see the photographs with
the black bands across the breasts.
In his apartment a single light lit the living room. Jared turned on the kitchen
and bathroom lights and two more table lamps, fully in the living room. His walls
were white and the four neat lithographs on the opposite wall were light and framed
in thin dull black wood. The heavy armoire his father had made stood alone against
one wall. Except for it the furniture was the third set he had had in the apartment.
He had bought the first set of furniture even before he met Sally, and already by the
time he did meet her had begun to replace it. He had already got the armoire from
his father.
Four years ago when he had met her he had been out of law school just five
months. Though he was handsome and had been in the city two months, he knew
few girls. He had located the village gym in the yellow pages and he worked out
regularly there, going after to Julius' bar for a beer. Often he stayed for supper,
eating a hamburger and drinking slowly at the bar. There he had met a few men his
own age-interns from St. Alice's, some acting students, one or two whose work he
didn't know-and through them, at occasional parties, some girls-nurses mostly, but
too some stewardesses, an occasional salesgirl. But he did not date much, had had
only two or three dates during the two months, because he found it impossible to
date without spending thirty or forty dollars. He took his few dates to places he had
read about in men's magazines, to the Stork Club and to Trader Vic's, Toots Shor's
and Basin Street.
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Still sometimes the posed faces of girls he had watched then but had not met
recurred to him: the model daubing her lips as she stepped from the Horn and
Hardart’s on Lexington Avenue whose widened eyes had mocked his looking and
whom he had later recognized dancing sleekly across a full page of Look Magazine in
her Maidenform; the tanned slouched girl with the dry laugh, whose smiling
photograph planning the April in Paris Ball Charley Samp had shown him in the
Times the day she had come into the office during his first week. The faces lay
occasional and haphazard in his mind-sometimes not faces even: the gracile back of
the long blond haired girl wearing a bright yellow sweater and faded blue jeans
running up the library steps-with the same self-conscious sentimental regret that he
had felt at home during vacation when in his room and in the attic he had seen the
furniture and prints he bought when he first moved to the city. He had been
surprised, flipping through the thick stack of reproductions, at how accurately he
recalled the names: Pissarro, Gris, Degas. Manet he still confused with Monet. He
had laughed half aloud at the tattered bulky briefcase, which Sally had replaced
with his black attaché case.
He sat on the floor, intending to do some situps, but his kicked leg struck the
floor and a quick pain spread again from the bruise.
The boy came toward him, rising on his toes and swooping forward, his mouth cocked
arrogantly. His foot kicked out, slashed into Jared's skin, smearing blood and shoe polish
widening on the pantsleg; he laughed bitterly, passing on, while Jared only stood, big, his big
hands clasping on nothing, looking around at the getting away boy.
Jared stood very still in the center of the room listening. He stepped to the
window, looked out at the fire escape, leaned out to look up, let down the clanking
blinds. It all outside seemed tighter and quicker than he ever could be. He watched
the horizontal pattern of the drawn blinds. He crossed and dialed her number.
"May I speak to Sally, please?" he said.
"She's out."
"What?"
"She's out. Not in. Is there a message?"
"Are you her roommate?"
"No, I'm her friend. I'm staying the night. Who's this?"
"Could you tell her Mr. Walker called?"
"Want her to call you?" the girl asked.
"No need. Just tell her I called, please?" He hung up and, after a while, went
to bed.
The next day, in conscious repetition of Monday's pattern, Jared left the office
at four-thirty, took the subway to Sixth Avenue, walked past the women's detention
house and turned left at the corner. He wore an old thin tweed suit which he had
owned in law school. He was looking for the boy who had kicked him. He walked
slowly; his neck bowed, but his eyes looked ahead, hooded by the controlled
drooping of his lids. His hands rested high in his pockets. He passed Julius' and
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continued in the same dogged, tired manner to the Eighth Avenue corner. There he
halted, looked about him, then turned and walked on the same side of the street
back to the subway entrance.
The boy loomed sudden, his arms arcing in loops behind him. When Jared looked up
the boy kicked him in the shins, laughed loud. People were stopped to watch, but while the
smaller boy walked leisurely from him, Jared could only stand. He saw himself reflected
somewhere. Then while he still stood, the people went away, talking in small groups.
Jared had stopped and braced his feet. He saw a man pass him watching
candidly. Carefully, doggedly, he walked once more to the Eighth Avenue corner
and once more back to the subway entrance. He wondered that he could have been
here this long and seen no one familiar. He turned again and walked into the wind
to his gymnasium.
There he worked out more vigorously than he had the day before. Sitting
after on the locker room bench, he looked up to nod to several men. He showered,
used the sunlamp, dressed and walked home.
The apartment elevator was in use, so Jared walked the two flights of stairs.
From the stairhead he heard the phone ringing. He loped along the hall, held the
receiver from him, covered, while his breath broke in chops from his dry chest until
after a second he said, "Hello."
There came no answer for a second. He stepped back and flicked on the foyer
light.
"Hello," said he again.
"Who is this?" she said.
"Who is this?" he said.
"Jared?"
"Yes. Who's calling."
''I'm sorry. I must have dialed the wrong number."
"Who is it?"
"It's Sally," she said.
They were both quiet for a second. Sally repeated then: ''I'm sorry."
Jared said, "I called you last night."
"I know," she said.
"How have you been?"
"Well. Good." She laughed. " I can never get it straight since you made me
think about it. I live alone here now."
"I got to wondering last night."
"It would be nice to see you," she said.
When he paused, she continued, "You could come out if you want. I've got
some scotch and we could have a couple of drinks.”
"Why don't you come in?"
"No," she said.
Her voice on the phone was quick and near seeming; hearing it, Jared
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thought of her hair, dyed wheat, streaked, cut short, and without curl. He tried to
hear how she said the s's, tried to make her speak in paragraphs, because he liked
the voice's recall and for the other reason too: wondering had she been already
drinking. When he had hung up he thought to himself how silly it would be to go. In
words he thought how difficult it had been before to stop seeing her, how there
would be nothing to say now after a year and a half, how he did not want to marry
her, how she drank.
He left the many bright lights of the apartment lighted as he went out and
downstairs to flag a taxi.
After he gave the cabby Sally's address, he nestled into the seat corner and
watched dimly and tiredly out the window. They went up Third Avenue, slipping
flat through the traffic on the broad street. Ahead, lights stroked thinly into the dark.
Nearer, they opened and dimmed, thickly limning passed pedestrians; they seemed,
the ones anyhow he watched, brisk and single.
The little bar where he had met Sally was on Third. Jared sat up in the seat
and looked out, trying to remember was Malachi's on his right or left. "You walk
through once with your hands at your sides and you know who's wearing a girdle. I
tell you, kid, it's the best place to meet them. That's what they're there for." Who had
told him about Malachi's? He wondered was it still popular.
She had been drunk the night he met her; so she said anyhow later. The
weekend thrum loud in the bar forced them to bend to each other and shout to be
heard. He watched her lorn face, the hair short and strict around it, the small scar
like a peeled scab in the fullness beneath her eye and from her calm look he sensed
the quiet of the narrow, fought for space between them. Leaning to her so that he
could see only the plane of her cheek, he said, ''I'm Jared, Jared Walker."
"You already said that," she said close to his ear. "Remember, I said it was a
good name?"
He bucked back then to see her laugh, the expression short and sharp, sure in
her face in the way he never came to understand. Then a sudden lurch from behind
caught him off guard and he stumbled against her. Her arms clamped at his sides
and he felt her slight body push without detail into his, ease free.
"Let's go someplace else," he said,
"I know you did it on purpose," she said, with a quick laugh.
"I didn't."
"Now, now," still laughing.
He poured the last of his beer into his glass and stepped near her while two
couples pushed by toward the door. He laid his hand loosely on her hip, feeling in
his palm the dry smooth slippery texture of her sweater. She dropped her glass at his
feet. It clattered there between them and he watched it catch and lose the little light
on the shadowed floor. She dropped her arm across her front then and cupped his
hand. Her foot darted forward to roll the glass and she looked up at him and
winked, laughed. She lifted his hand from her hip, squeezed it quickly,
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and let it fall.
They went out then through the place and by the blazered bouncer, turned
right and walked down Third. In the night bleakness, the carlights snapping by
them, shutting gone, her face was changeling. Her eyes were deep pocketed, as
though from too many parties he thought. She spoke in a quick voice, stopping
abruptly to puck her lips, continuing, and her voice in the simplest statement
seemed to question. She was a secretary. On weekends sometimes she modeled for
catalogues: shoes, nylons, gloves, bras once.
Jared said, "I thought that place was only for new girls in town. How come
you go?"
"Free beer," she said. "Good kind of guys. Like you."
"It is a good place," he said.
"Yeah. Whoopeedoo."
They turned onto 57th Street, crossed to the downtown side. Across the street
the closed opulent small stores held their quiet lights. Someone had told him JFK
had bought at Frank Brothers. At the edge of the park in front of the Plaza they took
a hansom. Inside the must smell was still like settled dust. The cab lurched twice as
the horse started and then settled to a steady dugadug like bicycle wheels over
cobblestones as it turned into the park. Sally had pushed close to him and his arm
lay along the slight slope of her back. Her hair wisped at his eyes, and close to her,
aware of the slight dampness of her skin, he smelled the faded perfume on her, a
close smell amid the must.
They kissed and then she turned her face down, pressing her head to his
chest. For a time the dugadug of the cab persisted around them, isolating them from
the far thin streaks of city noise. She tilted her head and the darkness of her eyes
cocked mocking up to him and he saw the short groove of scar beneath her eye.
"Am I tight?" she said.
She kissed him again quickly then and repressed her head to him.
Looking ahead he said, "We could go to my place."
She leant free, smiled in the quick way she always did so that he could not
say what she meant. "No," she said.
They got out of the cab and crossed to the fountain. Fifth Avenue, lighted, lay
away ahead of them. The Plaza and before it the constant white bright fountain
seemed permanent and distant as though caught in a photograph for a postcard, as
perhaps St. Mark's or Trafalgar or any of the many travelogue squares he had never
seen might have looked, the lights sharp and clean.
Leaving her at the door of her apartment, he went out again into the night,
loud but far around him. The wind was slow, pushed softly. He crossed to Park
Avenue and walked down that. The sudden clearness of the glass buildings, the blue
sheen shading, sure and manmade, straight, simple, stilling the night, their night,
caught him, made him feel young; at once inconsequent and splendid. The
buildings, he thought, were of the same wispy blue as the searchlight beams which
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had dropped back and forth on night skies in his childhood to advertise
supermarket openings, which before, his father said, had swept the sky during
World War II watching for air raids.
Ahead of him a formally dressed couple strode from the Waldorf and he
watched the man stop obtrusively to tip the doorman, the doorman look at the bill
before balling his fist. Through the cab's rear window he saw the man lay his arm
across the girl's shoulder and her face turn to him.
He thought again of the girl he had left and for a moment he could not
remember her name. It came to him finally, the name only first, then too the eyes,
wary within their pockets, promising depravity, and he thought that he had failed
and all around him other men were succeeding. He thought that another man-that
other man who had come out of the Waldorf-would have succeeded with Sally that
night, as he was succeeding with the richer girl. After a while he had begun to run so
that the city bobbed to him and the cold air cut sudden in his throat.
As though far from him Jared felt the taxi lurch and he settled again against
its seat.
"You drunk buddy?" said the cabby. "We're here."
"No, just tired." He paid the meter, tipped and thanked the driver. He
slammed the door and stood for a second at the curb while the cab jerked away,
throwing up the dry grit of the street. Then he turned, went into the foyer and rang
Sally's bell. The foyer was chill. Outside a wind shuffled, bucking occasionally
against the outside door. After a second he rang the bell again.
"C'mon," he said.
He looked again at Sally's number, then rang three random upstairs
apartments. The door buzzed and he entered. As it pushed closed behind it buzzed
again.
He walked to Sally's apartment and knocked. A light shone under her door.
He knocked again. He pressed his eye against the eyepiece, thinking to surprise
Sally who was surprising him. After a minute he stopped that and tried to listen for
some motion in the apartment.
Then he stepped away from the door. "She could have left a note," he said
half aloud and went to sit on the steps to wait for Sally's return.
From above he heard someone call: "Who's there? Anyone there?"
"Just me," he called after a second.
"Who's me?" asked the voice.
"Jared Walker," he called, "forgot my key."
He rooted in his pockets, found paper but no pen. He crumpled the paper. He
wasn't going without seeing Sally anyhow.
He went down the hall and knocked again. Softly, a record played inside. He
could not recall whether it had played when he had knocked before. He bashed at
the door. His hands, self-aware from the striking, felt long and futile at his sides, and
he felt bulky and somehow too washed, too surely shaven there. After a second he
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reached up, opened his collar and pulled his tie loose.
He knew that when she did come he would be surly. He would resolve not to
be, but she would shrug and smile in the quick way he had never understood, and
could never satisfactorily recall, and he would be surly. It would not matter whether
she were drunk. The shrug, if she were, and the smile would be slower, would seem
to taunt more deliberately. But drunk or sober she would affect not to care and then
he would be surly.
"We're too much alike," she would say laughingly.
"We're nothing alike."
"Okay."
But they were alike. That was the strange thing. He was from the small town
on Cape Cod and she from New York; he had gone to college and to Harvard Law
School and she-except for a course in the novel at the New School after they metonly to high school. But they were alike.
No, they were not alike. Because she would have married him when he first
asked her and he would not marry her then. The firm had just taken the NYAC
membership for him and with some of the other bachelors he had met there he had
begun going around to the charity balls and with a few models and even to coming
out parties for college girls who laughingly said they'd been out too long already. At
the Waldorf he danced with the girl Charley Samp had shown him in the Times and
at the end of the dance she had thanked him in a dry deep voice, curt as her laugh,
and walked away.
Then for no reason, after three months, he had called Sally again and asked to
see her and she had said yes-the one word, sure as the smile or as her no the first
night in the hansom, as though she had known what she would say long before he
asked. He had taken her at the end of the evening to ride in the hansoms again, still a
little surprised that she had come out with him at all, and she had let him kiss her,
but when he asked her to come back to his apartment, she had said, "No."
For a month after that he had alternately dated her and a model who stood
primly windblown on a sandhill, made tranquil by Modess on the inside cover of—
he supposed among others—Look Magazine. Then he had laughed aloud at an
important friend of the model's and insulted him, and after that had dated Sally
exclusively. When she was with him she was slow spoken, seemed withdrawn and
waiting, as though she had another answer surely ready and bided lingering for him
to ask whatever question it matched, and he told himself that that was what she was
waiting for. A month later he asked her second time to marry him. She smiled. "No,"
she said.
So they were not alike, because when she had been ready he had not, and
when he had, she had not.
"Then why do we go out?" he had said.
"You ask me."
"But you don't have to go."
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"I like to."
"But then there's no reason to go out."
"You ask me."
But it had taken another month before he stopped seeing her finally. And
now here he was, knowing better, to see her again, and when she came back or
opened the door he would be surly because he did not know why he was there and
he thought that she did.
"Dammit, Sally, I know you're in there," he called aloud now. He heard his
voice then, as another's in the bare chill corridor, and subsided. "Sally," he
whispered into the corner of the door and jamb. He tried the knob.
He heard the snap of the door behind him opening, and he straightened
suddenly.
"Why don't you let somebody sleep," the woman's voice said.
"She said she'd be here," said Jared.
"Well she ain't," said the woman.
Jared took a step toward her. The door jerked back, bucked snapping against
the chain, hesitated, slammed forward, puffing the air before it.
Jared said, "Wait a minute. Let me talk to you."
"I got to sleep. My husband works shifts and I got to get up when he gets
home."
Jared turned back then and tried Sally's knob again.
"Sally," he whispered.
"Wait a minute lady," Jared said after a minute to the closed and already
settled door, ''I'm not hurting anything," he said.
The door snapped open again and the angry woman's head darted briefly
visible. "You better get now. I called the cops. My oId man would have said to. I
called the cops and they're coming." Immediately she shut the door.
"Lady," he said. And after a second: "Lady, open the door a second. You can
keep the chain up. Just open it and look at me. I'm not doing anything wrong. She
said she'd be here."
"Well she ain't."
"But I'm just waiting. If you'll just look at me, you can see I'm not doing
anything wrong. I've never been in trouble."
"You don't get, you will be now. I called the cops and they're coming."
He pulled his pockets out, letting his keys and change clink to the ground.
"Look," he said. "I don't have any weapon."
"Get away. I tell you," she said through the door. "The cops
are on their way."
The boy had kicked him and he had done nothing. He had stood feeling bulky and
awkward while the boy strutted canting through the unknowing crowd. He had done
nothing.
The door buzzed into the quiet. Looking the length of the corridor, seeing its
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sheer bare walls converge to the door and the runner of blue carpet also point there,
Jared saw, bleak and deliberate as an old dream, the door open and the two
policemen enter. One of them slapped his nightstick like a pendulum tick, tick into
his palm as he came along the corridor.
"Hello, sir," Jared said, extending his hand.
"What's going on, buddy?" said the policeman with the nightstick.
"Nothing that I've seen," said Jared
"We got a call," said the policeman with the nightstick. "What's your business
here?"
''I'm waiting for the young lady who lives here. She invited me out and must
have stepped out to get eggs or ice or something."
"At 12:30?"
"Is it that late?" said Jared.
"You can't wait here, buddy."
"I've got to. The young lady's expecting me."
The second policeman said, "Why don't you just forget about her, buddy? It'll
still be good tomorrow. It don't go stale."
"I've got to wait," said Jared. "I can't let her down. She's expecting me."
The policeman stepped forward and lightly lay his hand on Jared's forearm.
Jared stepped away from it.
Then the door opposite snapped open and the woman's face appeared in the
narrow column. She had taken her curlers out and removed her nightcap.
"He won't let anybody sleep, officer," she said.
"You the lady that called?”
"My old man'll be home soon and wanting dinner and who knows what else
and this one keeping me awake."
"You the one that called, lady?"
"I said I was, dint I?"
"No," said Jared.
"He's shouting and asking why she called and yelling. Why, way she drinks,
she could just as likely be passed out cold in there the whole time. I've seen it. Heard
her phone ring for hours and that victrola, hours at once and she too drunk to hear.
Why my oId man comes home he'll lace hell out of him."
"All right, lady. We'll take care of it. You can go back to bed now. "
"No point in that now. My old man'll be home any minute. I wouldn't have
called only he wouldn't let me sleep even a minute." The woman closed the door
with a quiet push of air.
"All right, buddy, let's go outside," said the policeman.
"I said I'd be here. I've got to wait."
"Last time, I said. You want to go in?"
Again the policeman touched Jared's elbow. Like that, Jared in front, they
went down the corridor toward the door.
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They were outside then, the chill sharp against them, fluttering their
pantslegs. The policeman with the nightstick flicked it abstractedly into his palm.
Twice he gave Jared directions to the subway.
The boy loomed like a sudden bird before him, swooping, lashing lacerations across
his leg, streaked on, laughing loudly and lewdly and leering back across his hunched thin
shoulder. Jared turned, but only saw himself, fit and futile, his hands dangling long at his
sides. When he turned again, the boy was just a small speck taunting in the distance. He
disappeared into an anonymous doorway. Jared looked down then and saw, spurting through
his pants, his rushing blood.
He began walking along the curb, balancing. Once he tottered into the street.
Twice he stepped across onto the pavement proper. He tensed his arms, crooked at
the elbow, his fingers opened and cracked tensely. Like that, along the curb, he
walked the length of the street.
When he was nearly to the corner, he heard from across the street the faint
caught chuckle. He walked a few steps on, then heard the chuckle again and toppled
into the street. Balancing, he saw the boy across from him. The boy walked slowly,
watched Jared frankly. He was lighted between a streetlamp and an apartment
entrance. He wore a bow tie and dark suit. Under his arm he clasped a briefcase. As
Jared crossed the street toward him he slowed. Approaching, Jared saw the boy, pale
like himself, tall and flat, neatly dressed, exact under the night light, and he thought
of himself when he had first come to the city and taped random reproductions at
jaunty angles on the walls of his apartment and taken stewardesses to Trader Vic's
and thought he recognized Tuesday Weld there.
When he came opposite the boy, Jared stopped in the street. The boy
continued walking, looking ahead, away from Jared now.
"Hey," Jared said.
The boy continued, his walk now slowed still more, stiff.
"Hey, you," Jared said.
The boy stopped and turned. Jared crouched his knees, cocked his fists in a
rigid parody of a photograph of a bare knuckle boxer. "Put up your dukes. Let's
fight." He flicked his nose with his left fist, nodded his head. A short breath like a
laugh escaped him. "Humph." "C'mon," he said, "let's fight."
Without speaking, the boy turned away and continued down the street.
"Hey, hey college boy," Jared said. "College boy, I'm talking to you. I want to
fight you."
Jared scurried ahead of the boy, blocked his path on the pavement, assuming
the same rigid photographic stance. For a quick second, the boy halted before him.
"Let's go," said Jared.
"I don't want to fight you," the boy said. He angled a little to Jared's right and
brushed past him, the briefcase thick and awkward under his arm. Jared turned and
scurried again in front of the boy, assuming the stance, blocking the boy's path once
more. The boy halted.
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"Pretty tacky briefcase," Jared said. "Let's fight, college boy."
"I don't want to fight you," said the boy.
For a second they were quiet, so that Jared heard his own breath chopping
from him as though he had run a long way. The boy before him was about his size,
perhaps a little smaller, dim shadowed now on the blear street. Finally Jared said,
"Then go the other way."
"What?" said the boy.
"You heard me. Go the other way. Walk back the way you came. If you want
to pass me, you've got to fight me."
Jared had relaxed his stance. Now he snapped into it again. He flicked once at
his nose. He bobbed his head. The noise, like a laugh, like a question, broke from
him again: "Humph." He lolled out a teasing jab at the boy's arm.
The boy walked again slowly and deliberately at angle past Jared. Again
Jared scurried past him to block his path.
"This is getting monotonous," the boy said.
"I'll tell you what," Jared said. "If you won't fight, you can run. You can just
run, and if I don't catch you by the time I count ten, I'll let you go. But if I catch you,
I'm gonna whup hell out of you."
"Look," the boy said. "It's late, I'm tired. I have no fight with you. Just let me
by."
"What's the matter, college boy. Chicken aren't you? Bowtie dilly."
Then quickly the boy drove his shoulder into Jared's stomach, driving him
back so suddenly that Jared saw, past the boy's haunches, his briefcase dropping like
a shadow. It hit the sidewalk on its edge and flopped hollowly onto its side, and
Jared could hear the huck huck huck of his startled breath chopping from him before
he began to hit at the boy's bent back. He cracked against the wall and he heard that
noise too before he felt its pain. He tried to turn, feeling the breath which would not
come deep and locked in his belly, pulling there. But already the boy was turning
him. Already the boy was behind him and had locked his forearm across Jared's
windpipe and pulled him back so that his back bowed.
"Look mister," the boy said near to Jared's ear. "I don't have any fight with
you. If I let you go, will you just go on?"
Jared felt the pressure on his windpipe loosen and he clawed suddenly at the
boy's arm and tried to turn into the boy. But immediately the forearm clamped
again. He felt the thud of the boy's knee into his back. He was being pulled back,
down, and then he hit flat onto the pavement. The boy bent close over him, holding
his wrists loosely.
"Now look, mister," said the boy. ''I'm not going to run and I'm not going to
walk the other way. And I don't know what the hell your gripe is, but I don't have
any fight with you."
The boy's face was rounded and taut and a light from the building beside
them sloped down it, lighting it with dramatic highlights as in a ballet photograph.
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The building above loomed powerfully and beyond that, past the boy's strained face,
the sky was lurid and luminescent. But the boy's voice was caught and pleading and
what he was saying was all wrong.
Jared snapped at the boy's bent near face with one flung forearm. But he felt
the boy's grip tighten on his wrist. The boy hit him full in the face, once, twice, again,
the fist romping down into the trapped face so that immediately Jared tasted the
blood wet in his mouth and felt the tears start uncontrollably in his eyes. The noise
broke from him, sudden and surprised: "Oww." He lay still then. His eyes were
closed and he felt the taunting slow jerking movement of the tear down his cheek.
His tongue found the opened place on his lip. He could hear the boy's slow scuffled
steps, hear him brush at his clothes, pick up and whisk off his briefcase.
"Oww," Jared said again, more quietly now, the sound twisting somehow
from him against his will.
He heard the boy say "Sorry" and then the footsteps go away from him.

Untryst 1965
I like your skull, your face,
the way you fix your hair.
And my sincerity you may trust.
It is again and you turned my fancy.
But it is a problem; an archaic crux.
Will you sit across the table from me
and show your teeth and laugh?
I could say, I think so and paint myself
gaudy like a fool.
You should hear my fair mystere nocturnal
song as we dance or any sing song
or any bell.
And in the morning when the air is hazy
with orange sun and dust particles, your face.

–– Steven Leech
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David Hudson
Empty Rain
Then, when I woke, hearing the rain,
I turned beside my lover
(forever does one turn aside
and one sleep unaware);
where he lay, the cover
of the bed most scantly
over him a saintly
robe did seem; his arms
embraced the pillow
as it were perhaps myself;
loosely the passions lie in sleep
and few are there to see;
and so I thanked the rain.
Therewith, I heard the morning come
and a feathered worshipper
salute the one high god –– to him
the sun and morning dews;
and I, with love beside me,
sat wordless, speechless, mute,
for that the love I bore was like to fruit
hung from a bough about to break,
so heavy and so fair the fruit did make.
Morning would come, and durst
he find me fair? As in a wood
we sense that so things are
yet know not rightly if they be,
I waited for the day. He slumbered still;
content that I the pillow was,
he lay at peace. me where his hand
disposed; and then I cursed the rain
for that it woke him not; and shook
him wakeful (how many times I’ve shaken
him when he would be at rest!),
saying,
Rain drowns all the world,
and you sleep on! I hear it creep
by millionths of an inch toward our doom!
Beloved, all of earth is in this room,
and you must rule it, not the rain!
He mumbled, drowned, no syllables
Could I translate. The rain,
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The rain, the rain, the rain
Reigns while you sleep,
O dispossessed!
All this, and more, my mind did drive
until I knew not if I were alive,
or in that state of being
where there is nothing to be held in seeing,
and all pleasure is at least
(or most) essential.
Whereat, I struggled,
a swimmer in the clutches of a squid;
and be, my lover, slept, secure;
how and where I made the shore
I knew not, nor the terrain
of that far place.
Days I wandered,
nights I dreamed of wandering,
and never face I saw.
Voices
there were that urged me, come!
It is beyond the farthest hill,
that which is nearest you!
For,
had I lived in China I had known
that, to share solitude with someone
one must often be alone.
Then
did my lover waken. Me he sang
with waking breath.
I had a dream.
he said, and it was this ––
yet does it pass as I would tell! ––
Therefor he sought me for a kiss,
to bring the dream back, as he said,
but as I knew, that we might lie
in bed the while the sun did also mount
to Heaven.
Somewhere, someone's
alarm clock splitted the air,
and like a cry to battle,
the city leaped, ran down the stair
to work-but we ignored
the Master, Time, and saved the world
rain would engulph.
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II
Now, I wait
for his return, and the slow clock
hands slowly turn unto the hour.
If he return not, then am I
a wanderer forevermore.
If he return but love me not
then am I my lover's whore, 0
for I shall lure him where I had not need
that he be led, and then I pray the rain
to fall –– but he is at the door!
III
I opened the door. No one was there.
Yet I heard footsteps on the stair!
Hands grasped my throat, cords
tightened about my heart. I stood
transfixed.
The sunset guns
announced the sunset once
and twice and thrice.
The moon
came out in all her gear.
Together,
they whirled, and rain, the traitor '
rain, fell.
How the door closed, or how,
I passed from knowledge unto doom,
that is not vouchsafed to me to tell,
save that I heard him call.
I heard him call me!
I flew, not ran,
and he was there!
He was sitting at the table's head.
He neither smiled nor wept.
Me he called! Beloved One.
Where are you and wherefore does it rain?
Cobwebs enmeshed me, and I could not move
toward him, without whom love
is but a mock, a sponge without the gall.
Music surrounded me; the webs parted
but the chair was empty. Leftover-overs
lay on the plate. Ravened, I gulped them down,
for these at least my lover touched
although he did not eat.
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IV
The rain still falls,
its needles stitch the very walls
together. It is the best of weather
for a funeral, for grief runs riot
and fast-shed tears comprise the diet.
V

Then did I learn that unto none
must I be wholly run,
that thus is built the treadwheel
of Yes and No, and Yes, You're Always Right.
An universal traveler must seek no sand
for shipwreck; such an one am I:
within my lover's arms, Betelgeuse
is not far, Aldebaran bends near,
without them-I am here
beset by little raindrops falling,
and I think I hear him calling
but he sleeps on; and I keep watch.
Time slips the leaves from trees
and strips the virgin bushes,
pushes wide their knees
then leaps aside and pushes past.
I am that element in Time
that rushes to your side,
that courtly courtesan, the much too-modest bride.
That I possess you, is my death,
yet must I, otherwise you had not breath
and I had nothing then to claim.
The rain, the rain! –– still to your pillow
do you cling: It yields, does not resist,
yet that is all the sport of love,
that I resist you, you engulph me,
for you are all the rains that fall
and I am all the lands and seas
pressed firmly down between your knees!
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Now, that I am surely lost
to life, my limbs turned stone
by this paralysis of heart,
I listen to the sounds that come
with the insistence of a drumbeat
through the opened window, wherethrough
the rain and snow and sleet
walk in, wetting the chintz cover
of my window seat with the lovely
patterns of their lovely feet.
Soon all will be dispersed unless I close
the window, but a fine mist blows in
and I cannot find the strength required.
The candles burn
and splash,
as if they too would turn
to mist,
to leave me lost within.
Words slide across my lips
but none is there to hear
except the sly insistent fear
that makes me dream I reach
up for your hand.
0 I beseech
the silence and the viscid mist
to make me one with them!
(I might as well kiss the hem in the sheet on which I lie,
for they ignore me though I cry.)
I had not thought, or had I told
you that without you I am laid
bare to the winds, to pick my flesh;
to every corner who would go
a while with passion am I prey.
If but the mist disperse,
for you are there without
as I within, the one seeker for the sun,
the other merely one
who sees no reason why
the sun should be there in the sky.
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A knife slips toward my heart,
the flesh, it gives. I feel
the slicing sound. I start
to scream, but my throat fails
me, and I know that now
there is no need to cry.
Angina pectoris the verdict:
diseased heart! You will claim
(who would think I died of shame,
that I, proud harlot, died of shame?).
Could I but close my eyes!

David Hudson
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